Transfer Articulation Agreement
between the
Missouri Community College Association (MCCA)
and
WGU Missouri

Statement of Purpose

This transfer agreement ensures that graduates of MCCA member colleges who complete an AA, AAT, AS or AAS degree listed in Appendix A of this agreement will be guaranteed the transfer credits shown in related bachelor’s degree programs offered by WGU Missouri in education, business, Information Technology and nursing.

Students from MCCA member institutions, who apply with a degree in an unrelated program, or without a degree, shall be subject to an individual transcript review.

Transfer Agreement

Transfer tables have been prepared, reviewed and attached to this agreement for each MCCA member college in all related degree programs leading to a bachelor’s degree at WGU Missouri.

MCCA and WGU Missouri agree to maintain the credit equivalencies outlined in this agreement. Degrees and programs of study may be added to, revised or deleted from this agreement and to Attachment A by mutual consent.

MCCA member colleges will immediately notify WGU Missouri of any proposed changes to degree requirements shown in Appendix A of this agreement. WGU Missouri may adjust credit transfer equivalencies based upon MCA member college degree changes.

WGU Missouri will immediately notify MCCA, who will inform member colleges, of any proposed changes to its degrees that may impact credit and course transfer between MCCA member colleges and WGU Missouri. WGU Missouri will allow a grace period of two years before the changes become effective for transfer students.
Additionally

- Under the terms of this transfer articulation agreement, MCCA member colleges will advise students about baccalaureate opportunities at WGU Missouri.

- MCCA member colleges will include WGU Missouri promotional materials and information when providing similar information and materials about public and private baccalaureate options to their students.

- WGU Missouri will offer a 5% tuition discount to graduates of MCCA member colleges. This discount will be applied for the entirety of any student’s degree program. These students are eligible to apply for any relevant scholarships available from WGU Missouri.

- Faculty and staff MCCA member colleges are covered by this agreement and are therefore entitled to the tuition discount and they may apply for scholarships available from WGU Missouri.

- This articulation agreement may be cancelled by either party with one-year written notice. Cancellation of the agreement shall not deny enrolled transfer students, staff and faculty from MCCA member colleges as long as they are continuously enrolled in good academic standing.

- WGU Missouri supports the development of 2+2, 3+1 and reverse transfer agreements with MCCA member colleges. This agreement may be amended as needed to include programs to address these other forms of program articulation for the betterment of Missouri residents enrolled in MCCA member colleges and WGU Missouri.
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